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FACEBOOK IS KING

Facebook has definitely been the gold standard of the marketing industry for many years. 

This may continue for your lifetime or their season of reign may be coming to end soon. But 

while they continue to lead, it’s important to understand their rules for their platform so 

that you can have the best experience possible as a business owner.

Facebook is great for new businesses in particular! Where else can you reach so many 

people for so few dollars with your precise messaging? If you want to build and create 

community, that’s what you have to put into Facebook. Because you know your avatar so 

well, writing ads that convert will come more naturally to you than a marketing firm. You 

can build the page around your desired purpose, creating community for example, and then 

use ads for converting traffic into subscribers and buyers.

WHY FACEBOOK
Once you really know your target audience is on Facebook, then you can hire others to 

carry on the work you’ve started because you can speak clearly to your target audience. If 

you think Facebook is the platform for your business, then invest in more training. So many 

people and agencies make a full-time income from running Facebook ads because it can 

require so much of your time. 

But first, did you know1  that less than 5% of your audience on Facebook actually sees 

your posts? An engaged follower, who likes and follows your posts and interacts with them 

is 95% unlikely to see your posts without going to your page each day. Say that you have 

great content, an engaged audience and you launch an important post, with money behind 

it...to crickets. No engagement. 

How do you combat that?

The answer: Know what Facebook looks for. Learn the small changes in format you need 

1 As of this writing. With the algorithm changes, that number is subject to change.
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to make in order to gain traction with Facebook. The secret not many business owners 

understand is that Facebook is your first customer. Your readers are secondary. Without 

pleasing both, you cannot grow your online presence. You can spend a great deal of money 

with Facebook, pleasing Facebook, but you’ll fail to gain the traction and engagement you 

want.

The result: Facebook will reward you as you make them and their platform reach its goals 

in serving you and your customers. When you follow their rules for engagement and gain 

your own organic traffic, you can achieve conversions and page growth quickly!

FACEBOOK AUDIENCE
Three types of audiences exist in Facebook. Custom audiences, lookalike audiences and 

new or unaware audiences.

 1. Custom audiences are the most important. They may also be your smallest   

      audience but these are your hottest leads - people who are most likely to    

      convert into buyers of your idea, concept or product. Custom audiences are   

      based on your actual audience - your landing page and website visitors as    

      well as email subscribers. These are tracked via the Facebook pixel and the email   

      addresses uploaded directly to Facebook. These typically will convert right away 

      for any offer you have. These are bottom-of-the-funnel consumers.

 2. Lookalike audiences are those that are a copy of your current custom audience   

                      that Facebook helps you make based on your custom audience. 

                      This audience mirrors your current buyers and subscribers and is more likely 

      to convert to the same. They’re new to you so they will probably need a middle-o  

      f-the-funnel offer, such as a lead magnet offering - that ‘free gift’ - as their first 

      step of interaction with you.

 3. New or unaware / unengaged audiences are cold to you on Facebook. They’ve   

                      never heard of you, your brand or your offer. These audiences are least likely to  

                      convert. A smaller ask of them is necessary, such as watching your promo video.   

                      The more this audience engages on your page - without ever giving you an email   

                      address or indicating to you that they’re there, the more Facebook will show   

      them your page posts. These are top-of-the-funnel consumers.
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COLD 
(awareness)

WARM 
(engagement)

HOT 
(conversation)

Facebook ad creation

Key components you need for a highly successful ad:

           Know your audience. Remember your who, what and how exercise from the                

           beginning? Apply it here. Daniel Wallock does a great job of this. He says, “Most  

           people create a ton of content around their What, which is the product or service they   

           offer, but not a lot of content around their Why or How. Using this method, you can 

           make sure your potential customers are demonstrating interest while also teaching 

           them Why you do What you did and How you do it. This method works because it allows 

           you to truly build a relationship before selling.” [emphasis added]

           Optimize your headline for conversions: Your offer needs to be clear and in alignment 

           with your visual branding, imagery and relevant to your audience.

           Use stand-alone imagery: A picture is worth a thousand words - ever heard that? It’s 

           true. Since Facebook limits the amount of copywriting you can place on an ad, 

           choosing an image that shares your message clearly is an important component  of 

           your ad.

Setting up your Facebook ad

Facebook ads have three components: the ad campaign, the ad set and the ad itself. 

http://danielwallock.com
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Think of them in the order they’re listed:

The ad campaign is your overarching goal of the ad. This is where you set your goal in 

Facebook and tell Facebook what you want to happen next. 

           What do you want the readers to do? 

           What action do you want them to take?

           Who do you want to reach?

           Campaign types: customer acquisition, brand awareness, follower increase 

The ad set is where you find and target readers. These readers are typically grouped into 3 

categories: hot, warm and cold. Money, who sees it, what and when

 1. Hot audience: A direct solution to the demographic of your target audience is   

      key. Do not assume a general offer will fit a niche audience. Run multiple versions  

      of the same ad with tweaked copy to be demographic-specific.

 2. Warm audience: An offer that provides value for free or in the exchange for an   

                      email address is useful for this audience. Establish and deepen trust with     

                      your brand by demonstrating the quality and value you provide to your    

      relationships.

 3. Cold audience: A testimonial campaign about your brand, you, your service or   
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      product is a great way to introduce yourself to a cold audience. You’re    

      showing them what they want (based on a pain point or pleasure want) and   

      using someone else’s words to recommend you to that person.

The ad is the actual imagery and text, the ad itself. This is what the Facebook audience will 

see and make a decision based on their interest in what you’ve shared. What does it look 

like? Where does it go? What text?

Types of ads campaigns

Awareness: creates the most awareness around your brand

Considerations: what type of action you want audience to take, such as clicking on an ad, 

watching videos, downloading an app, lead generation (e.g., gathering email addresses), etc.

Conversion: creates click-throughs for purchase

Running your Facebook ad

One of the best explanations on targeting is by AdEspresso. You can read it here. Read it 

before you run your first ad! Then, go to the resource section for a step-by-step tutorial on 

how to set up your first Facebook ad!

https://adespresso.com/blog/guide-facebook-ads-interest-targeting-research-easy-advanced-methods-exposed/
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